Abstract In a non-uniformly distributed network, the dataconcentrating centre equipped with sparse nodes rapidly depletes its battery energy due to the hotspot problem. To solve this problem, a Virtual Uneven Grid-based Routing protocol (VUGR) is proposed in this paper, which aims to prolong the stable network operating time by dynamically partitioning grid cells, so as to handle energy resources into smaller cells to form such uneven grid cells. A maintenance mechanism in a smart home environment for the higher-layer virtual structure is also adopted in the VUGR to ensure the stable operation of the entire network. In addition, latest location information is updated regularly to all regions within the network. Simulation results demonstrate that the VUGR protocol performs better compared to existing solutions.
Introduction
Typical wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a lot of micro devices, which have the ability to perform many tasks, e.g. environment sensing, data processing and communicating [1, 2] . Due to these features, smart micro devices are often applied into different domains, especially those dangerous or unattended physical environment, such as battle reconnaissance, medical services, forest fire monitoring, volcanic monitoring, agricultural production and industrial manufacturing [3] [4] [5] . However, in these application domains, supplying power for sensor devices is difficult. Therefore, traditional WSNs aim to be designed as energy efficient networks which can maximize the network lifetime [6] .
In a multi-hop wireless sensor network, due to data convergecast features in traditional data transmission approaches that result in higher data traffic around the static sink, sensor nodes in the vicinity of the sink will consume more energy in packet forwarding than other nodes in the rural area, as therefore leads to the energy-hole problem [7] . Sink mobility is proposed as a feasible solution to this problem [8] [9] [10] . As mobile sinks move to the next sojourning position, the hotspots in the vicinity of the sinks will be shifted, which helps acquiring uniform energy dissipation of nodes to extend the network lifetime.
Exploring sink mobility helps to mitigate the hotspot problem, thus balance node energy consumption and prolong network lifetime effectively. However, it also brings new challenges to data dissemination. Unlike static sink scenarios, the network topology becomes dynamic as mobile sinks change their positions continuously [11] .
To enable the latest location information of the mobile sink to be easily forwarded to all high-tier nodes, flooding the latest location information of the mobile sink among high-tier nodes is the simplest method. However, communication overhead caused by flooding is huge. So how to keep fresh routes towards the sinks on the move of mobile sinks is a core problem [12] . The approach of overlaying a virtual infrastructure over the physical network has been proposed to enhance the data transmission efficiency as well as decrease node's energy dissipation in the case of mobile sinks [13, 14] . In such virtual infrastructure-based sensor networks, e.g. a smart home or smart building environment, sensor nodes often play two roles: high-tier nodes and regular nodes. High-tier nodes are responsible for forwarding data packets generated from lowtier regular nodes to the sink. Regular nodes generate data packets on the basis of the physical environment and deliver them to their respective high-tier nodes.
In a smart home environment enabled by the virtual infrastructure, maintaining its complete infrastructure during the period of network operation can significantly affect network performance. Switching the role of high-tier nodes (major cluster headers, partial cluster headers, etc.) with regular nodes during the WSN operation can not only dramatically prolong the network lifetime, but extend the death time of nodes as well.
In this paper, we propose an energy efficient routing protocol for a WSN-based smart home system, called Virtual Uneven Grid-based Routing (VUGR). The VUGR divides the WSN network into several uneven grids, aiming to avoid formation of the energy hole due to non-uniform distribution of sensor nodes. A sensory data collection strategy with a single mobile sink is developed to collect data from the network in the VUGR protocol.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews several virtual infrastructure-based routing protocols. In Section 3, the VUGR protocol is discussed in detail, including the virtual uneven grid construction approach and mobile sink-based sensory data collection scheme. Section 4 evaluates the proposed VUGR protocol. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Related work
In a mobile-sink-based wireless sensor network, the network topology becomes dynamic as mobile sinks move. To cope with the dynamic network topology, overlaying a virtual infrastructure over the physical network is a feasible solution. In recent years, researchers have already proposed many virtual infrastructure-based protocols, intending to find an energyefficient virtual high-layer structure and communication mechanism to improve network performance. The popular network topologies include grid-based network topology, area-based network topology and cluster-based network topology, etc.
A cluster-based structure is the most popular network topology, which attracts lots of researchers to focus on it. A three-layer framework for mobile data collection includes the sensor layer used for generating data packets about monitoring objects, cluster head layer used for transferring data packets from the sensor layer, and mobile collector layer used for gathering data packets from the network. The cluster head layer constitutes the virtual infrastructure of the network. Then, a distributed load balanced clustering and dual data uploading (LBC-DDU) [15] based on the three-layer framework is proposed. The LBC-DDU employs multiple cluster heads in each cluster. Cluster heads in each cluster collaborate to select a sojourning position for the mobile sink and then send the sojourning location information to the mobile sink. The mobile sink staying on the edge of the network adopts a shortest path algorithm to find an optimized moving path from several sojourning points. Even though the LBC-DDU can greatly reduce energy consumption by alleviating routing burdens on nodes, the higher communication delay is inevitable for the LBC-DDU.
In a grid-based network, each node only needs to maintain a simple forwarding node set to transmit data, and so this type of network has more efficient performance in data transmission. Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD) is a scalable and efficient grid-based data dissemination approach that enables multiple mobile sinks to continuously receive data on the move [16] . The TTDD limits flooding queries into a local grid cell, thus decreasing the overall energy dissipation. However, frequent grid construction overhead cannot be ignored, which makes it not suitable for periodic data reporting application since it needs to build a grid for all sources along the sink's trail.
Virtual Grid-Based Dynamic Routes Adjustment Scheme (VGDRA) is a mobile-sink based algorithm [13] , which only constructs one grid structure. Cell-headers elected in each grid cell re-adjust their routes dynamically to maintain the latest location information of the mobile sink, thereby minimizing the communication cost. The VGDRA shows good performance in alleviating the hotspot problem; however, in a nonuniformly distributed network, the uniform gird construction approach causes different node densities in each grid cell. Grid cells with sparse nodes along the sink's moving trajectory can prematurely deplete all the node energy, and therefore lead to the energy-hole problem.
To alleviate the hotspot problem, Prince et al. proposed an Energy Efficient Uneven Grid Clustering based Routing protocol (EEUGCR) [17] , which divides the whole network into several rectangular grids of unequal size via the base station in a centralized approach. The EEUGCR considers the distance between source nodes and the base station; however, in a nonuniformly distributed network, this method may bring worse results if nodes around the base station is sparse. The EEUGCR is limited by data collection methods.
A cluster-based network structure attracts the most researchers due to easy deployment and low complexity. Moreover, the VGDRA and EEUGCR also adopt the idea of clustering. Member nodes in each grid only need to know the routing information to cell-headers and send the sensing data from the physical environment to cell-headers. Cell-headers only need to forward packets from low-tier nodes to the next hop based on the routing table, which stores the routing information between cell-headers.
Besides the above two types of network structures, the area-based network topology is also well investigated, such as LBDD (Line-Based Data Dissemination) [18] , VLDD (Virtual Line-Based Data Dissemination) [19] and Ring Routing [11] .
The LBDD [18] defined a vertical virtual line, where inline nodes becomes high-tier nodes. Source nodes forward data packets to in-line nodes and these data packets are stored in the closest in-line nodes. Mobile sinks send a query within the line area. In-line nodes upon receiving this request message share it within the line area until this request message reaches in-line nodes storing target data packets. This in-line node sends data packets to mobile sinks directly. However, the LBDD suffers serious hotspot problem, especially for largescale networks. To alleviate it, it is necessary to build a wide enough line area for the network since sharing request messages from mobile sinks within the line area will cause huge communication overhead.
Ring Routing [11] is a ring-based routing protocol, which constructs a circular ring-based high-layer network structure. Ring nodes are used for storing latest location information of mobile sinks. Regular nodes acquire locations of mobile sinks by retrieving ring nodes, and then send generated data packets to mobile sinks directly. To reduce communication overhead between regular nodes and ring nodes, regular nodes only query ring nodes for latest location information of mobile sinks after a certain interval, and so location information of mobile sinks may be out of date when regular nodes perform the data delivery process. The Ring Routing protocol employs a followup mechanism to help these data packets with wrong destinations to complete data delivery. When mobile sinks change their positions, they will set the closest neighbouring nodes as anchors and broadcast their role of anchor nodes within their communication range. Data packets from regular nodes will be transferred to anchor nodes. When mobile sinks will leave their communication range, they will select new anchors and inform the role of new anchors to old anchors. Old anchors upon receiving data packets from source nodes will forward them to next new anchors until these packets arrived at mobile sinks. The ring structure alleviates the hotspot problem to a certain extent. However, ring routing may lead to higher communication overhead in a large-scale network due to a lot of data request between regular nodes and ring nodes.
Other types of network topologies include Railroad (railroad-based network topology) [20] , QDD (tree-based network topology) [21] , and HCDD (honeycomb-based network topology) [22] etc.
In general, a successful virtual infrastructure-based routing protocol has an easily implemented hierarchical structure, which enables high-tier nodes (i.e. cluster headers) to be aware of the latest routes towards the sink so other nodes to acquire the latest position of high-tier nodes from the high-tier virtual infrastructure. However, the nodes are randomly distributed in an inhomogeneous network and the parts of different nodes in the network have different density. Uniformly dividing the grid, such as the VGDRA, will lead to the imbalance of resources in each cluster, and the large difference of the survival time of each cluster will even result in Benergy hole^. A Virtual Uneven Grid-Based Routing protocol (VUGR) is therefore proposed in this paper to solve the problem, where it divides the poor-resource grid into multiple virtual subclusters according to the running-time network state. A sub-cluster unit with poor resource status does not participate in the election of upper-level headers and is therefore no longer included in the sink node's moving path, which will greatly save the energy of nodes in the sub-cluster.
Algorithm design
In this section, a Virtual Uneven Grid-Based Routing protocol (VUGR) is presented and discussed in detail. The VUGR partitions grid cells at low energy levels into smaller cells, which seek grid cells at high energy levels to forward data packets without participating in construction of virtual highlayer structures. In the VUGR protocol, sensor nodes within the network are assigned three roles, as shown in Fig. 1 ; they are regular nodes (RNs), main cell-headers (MCHs), and assistant cell-headers (ACHs). The MCHs form a virtual highlayer structure aiming at following three objectives:
-How to construct a virtual uneven grid structure; -How to send data from RNs to mobile sinks; -How to maintain a high-layer structure.
Assumptions of a VUGR-enabled network
Following assumptions have be made on the VUGR: -All sensor nodes in the sensor field are randomly distributed and then keep static after deployed successfully. -All sensor nodes have the same battery capacity; however, mobile sinks have no energy constraints. -No obstacles in the external environment hinder communications between nodes. -Fundamental communication and relevant processes of all sensor nodes follow the general design specified by the VGDRA [13] and Ring Routing [11] . -All sensor nodes are aware of their location information which can be easily achieved by a positioning system or an energy-efficient positioning algorithm.
Construction of a virtual uneven grid
To extend stable operation time of WSN, the VUGR dynamically adjusts grid cells with low average energy levels to achieve uniform energy consumption among grid cells. Entire processes can be divided into two stages, i.e. a Normal Operation phase and a Dynamic Adjustment phase.
A normal operation phase
Originally, the VUGR divides the deployment area into several uniform grids with equal size. The number of grid cells is determined by the total number of sensor nodes in the deployment area. 5% of the total number of sensor nodes is considered as the approximate optimal number of grid cells [23] . Assuming K is the number of grid cells and N is the total number of sensor nodes. Equation (1) is adopted to divide the sensor field into uniform grid cells. 
After completing the network partition, every sensor node belongs to a single grid cell. Based on their location information which is expressed as coordinates (x, y), every sensor node can know their serial number of grid cells according to Eq. (2), where K represents the number of grid cells, and L is the edge length of the entire area.
Furthermore, Eq. (3) is used to calculate coordinates of mid-point of each cell. Sensor nodes' distances to mid-point of cells can be easily achieved using the Euclidean distance.
Nodes whose distances to mid-point of cells are closest will be elected as first-round cell-headers, which form the network backbone called MCHs. As shown in Fig. 2 , a mobile sink is defined to obtain data from the environment.
A dynamic adjustment phase
In the Normal Operation phase of the WSN, a mobile sink moves counter-clockwise around the network edge to collect data packets, which can be seen in Fig. 2 . Cell (1, 1) becomes the data concentrating centre and so the overall energy consumption of Cell (1, 1) increases significantly. When the mobile sink changes its sojourning position, grid cells around the network edge will becomes the data concentrating centre one by one, i.e. Cell (2, 1) , Cell (3, 1) , Cell (4, 1) , Cell (1, 2) , Cell (4, 3) , Cell (4, 4) , Cell (3, 4) , Cell (2, 4) , Cell (1, 4) , Cell (1, 3) and Cell (1, 2) , respectively. If these grid cells own hard energy supplying, it is highly possible that part of grid cells will fail at the beginning of the network operation, which may have a great impact on normal network operation. As a result, WSN should have corresponding strategies to copy with it.
In the Dynamic Adjustment phase, if the current MCHs cannot find the next round of cell-headers, it means that this grid cell own hard energy resources and cannot participate in construction of virtual high-layer structures. Using the same method described in the Normal Operation phase, these grid cells with hard energy resources are partitioned into several smaller grid cells. Nodes that are closest to the mid-point of cells are elected as cell-headers called ACHs. Figure 3 is the network backbone after a Dynamic Adjustment phase.
A mobile-sink based sensory data collection scheme
A dynamic routes adjustment scheme is employed in the Normal Operation phase to facilitate dynamic adjustment of the network topology, which consists of following three aspects. 
Data forwarding processes between ACHs and MCHs
Nodes from assistant grid cells are only responsible to acquire information from the physical environment and then forward it to its adjacent MCH. The process of the data forward from an ACH to its host MCH is shown below. As depicted in Fig. 4 
Data forwarding processes between MCHs
Grid cells with hard energy resources are partitioned into smaller grid cells and no longer help constructing the virtual high-layer structure. As a result, those MCHs whose next-hop are grid cells need to be dynamically adjusted and have to choose their next-hop again. The specific processes are as follows:
Data Forwarding Process 2: between MCHs Initial: Downgrade of an MCH into ACH Aim: Recognition of a next-hop MCH Step 1: An MCH informs its member nodes that this grid cell will be partitioned again and shares this message with adjacent MCHs at the same time;
Step 2: An adjacent MCH receiving this message will delete the sender from its neighbour node table and check whether its next-hop is the sender or not. If the next-hop entry of the adjacent MCH is the sender, it executes Step 3;
Step 3: The adjacent MCH employs a greedy algorithm to select their next-hop from its neighbour node table, where a node with the minimum distance to the mobile sink will be selected as the next-hop.
In addition, to avoid as an MCH. Traditional election of a cluster header may suffer from the problem that a particular node is elected due to its higher energy level and better position to the mobile sink. Downgrading an MCH into an ACH helps avoid such the problem when average energy level of the grid is low.
To better describe data forwarding processes between MCHs, every cell is given a unique serial number. As shown in Fig. 5 , Cell (1, 3) needs to be further partitioned into smaller grid cells, whereas Cell (1, 4) need to adjust its next-hop from Cell (1, 3) to Cell (2, 4) .
A dynamic routes adjustment scheme
During the running period of the network, if MCHs cannot find the next hop of cell-headers, then sensor nodes in this grid cell cannot keep monitoring the physical environment. Only main grid cells around the network edge can trigger the dynamic adjustment processes.
When a MCH triggers the dynamic adjustment of grid cells, it will send a message to inform the mobile sink. The mobile sink upon receiving this message will delete this grid cell from its sojourning position and change its moving path. Fig. 6 is an example of adjusting the moving path of the mobile sink. After completing the dynamic adjustment process of grid cells, the mobile sink collects data along the new moving path. MCHs within the network follow the processes Step 2: Nodes upon receiving location update packets from the mobile sink forward packets to their cell-header. If the node is the originating cell-header, the mobile sink will be informed to communicate directly. Otherwise, execute Step 3;
Step 3: The node upon receiving location update packets becomes the new originating cell-header and shares this update packet with all adjacent cell-headers at the same time. The adjacent cell-headers upon receiving location update packets from the mobile sink check whether their next-hop is the sender or not. If not, these cell-headers set their next-hop as the current originating cell-header and propagate this location update packet to downstream cell-headers. Otherwise, discard location update packets; Step 4: If the downstream cell-headers do not exist, the location update packet will be discarded. Otherwise, the receiver verifies whether its next-hop is the sender or not. If not, the receiver sets its next-hop as the sender and continues to transmit the update packet to the downstream cell-headers. Repeat to execute this step until completing routing reconfiguration. Figure 7 illustrates the dynamic routes adjustment scheme, where the mobile sink moves from Cell (2, 3) to Cell (2, 2) .
Step 3 is therefore used to update data delivery routes of Cell (2, 3) and Cell (3, 2) . After that, Step 4 is executed to update data forwarding routes towards the mobile sink of Cell (4, 2) , so as to complete the adjustment of the global network topology.
Re-election of cell-headers
Data delivery from member nodes to their corresponding cellheaders is a static data concentrating process. Cell-headers act as a fixed data collector of the local area, which consumes their battery energy faster than other nodes. To ensure that cell-headers of grid cells have enough energy resources to handle huge data traffic, it is necessary to switch the role of cell-header of every cell in the proposed VUGR algorithm. The VUGR employs an energy threshold to trigger the cellheader re-election process. When the current energy of a cellheader is below 20%, it will broadcast a message to inform member nodes to find a set of cell-header candidates and then select the next cell-header. The VUGR considers the impact of node density, which implies the number of nodes being approximated. If the cellheader is located in the area with high density, it is obvious that more member nodes have shorter distance to their cellheaders. Such cell-header distribution also increases the number of nodes that communicate with the mobile sink directly when the mobile sink sojourns beside the cell-headers for data delivery. In the cell-header re-election process, the node that is relatively closer to the mid-point of grid cells, has more neighbouring nodes and a higher energy level compared to other cell-header candidates is elected as the new cell-header. In order to protect high-layer structure of the network, the current cell-header will share the information of the new cell-header with its member nodes and adjacent cell-headers. Moreover, nodes that have already served as the role of cellheaders no longer participate in the next cell-header reelection.
If no suitable node can be found in the search zone, one of two scenarios can occur: Scenario1: If the grid cell is located at the edge of the senor field, i.e. Cell (1, 1) , Cell (2, 1) , Cell (3, 1) , Cell (4, 1) , Cell (4, 2) , Cell (3, 3) , Cell (3, 4) , Cell (2, 4) , Cell (1, 4) , Cell (4, 3) , Cell (1, 3) and Cell (1, 2) depicted in Fig. 8 , the dynamic adjustment process of grid cells will be trigger. Scenario2: If the grid cell is located inside the sensor field, e.g. Cell (2, 2) , Cell (3, 2) , Cell (1, 3) and Cell (2, 3) , the thresholds being a cell-header candidate will be decreased. The simulation area covers a residential community that contains multiple homes. Each cluster ideally assumes a home respectively. After completing the virtual uneven grid construction, the mobile sink moves at a constant speed around the network edge and broadcasts location update packets periodically. The default tworay-ground propagation model is employed, as well as the default energy model with d as the path loss, which can be calculated using the following formulas, where K is the length of data packets.
Part of simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Results analysis
The performance of the VUGR protocol has been evaluated compared with VGDRA and Ring Routing in terms of Network Lifetime, Data Delivery Ratio and End-to-End Delay. 
Network lifetime
Network Lifetime is defined as the death time for the first node. This subsection discusses the performance of VUGR in terms of network lifetime. The maximum number of sensor nodes is 300, so the deployment area should be partitioned into 16 grid cells of same size. As depicted in Fig. 9 , the Network Lifetime of three algorithms in different speeds of the mobile sink is calculated and compared. The VUGR, VGDRA and Ring Routing have chosen effective solutions to dynamic network topology, which transmits latest location information of the mobile sink to high-tier nodes. All three algorithms show good convergence as the speed of the mobile sink increases. Meanwhile, the proposed VUGR algorithm maintains longer network lifetime that the other two when the sink is moving. This is mainly because it considers unbalanced energy resources in every cell when sensor nodes are randomly deployed, therefore partitions grid cells with low energy resources into several smaller grid cells. After that, these cells are not allowed to appear at the moving path of the mobile sink, which avoid further energy consumption as data centres.
With different network sizes, the VUGR also shows better network lifetime than the others, as depicted in Fig. 10 , where the speed of the mobile sink is constant at 10 m/s. The Ring Routing neglects the impact of node distribution on the network structure. As the network size increases, sensor nodes near the ring node suffer the hot-spot problem. The VUGR removes grid cells with low energy resources from data concentrating centre permanently, so significantly alleviates the hot-spot problem. Figure 11 shows Data Delivery Ratio (DDR) of three algorithms, where the speed of the mobile sink is at 10 m/s and the total number of sensor nodes is 300. After 926 rounds of data reporting, the DDR of the VGDRA starts to decrease sharply since the virtual uneven grid structure is destroyed, due to the fact that failure of the local network structure hinders data delivery. The proposed VUGR algorithm improves the problem by dynamically adjusting grid cells, which extends the network lifetime. The Ring Routing has the best DDR among three algorithms since it is difficult to destroy the ring structure. Regular nodes can acquire location information of the mobile sink from ring nodes as long as the ring structure exists. Moreover, the Ring Routing employs an anchorfollowing scheme to help forwarding data packets. Those nodes which cannot get the latest location information of the mobile sink due to communication delay can complete data delivery towards the mobile sink by surrounded anchors. Although the VUGR does not achieve the best performance on the DDR, it has secured the virtual high-layer structure for longer time than the VGDRA.
Data delivery ratio

End-to-end delay
This end-to-end delay (EED) in the experiment is the average delay within the network lifetime.
In Fig. 12 , the proposed VUGR algorithm has demonstrated the best performance on the EED among three algorithms as the speed of the mobile sink increases. The total number of sensor nodes is 300. The VUGR and VGDRA have both employed a dynamic routes adjustment scheme to facilitate fast network convergence, therefore leads to lower EED. In addition, the VUGR improves the problem of unbalanced energy resources by changing the high-layer network structure, which always makes the data concentrating centre match to the network centre. Hence, the VUGR has depicted lower communication delay than the VGDRA. The Ring Routing, however, does not support real-time updates of location information within the network. To send data packets to the mobile sink accurately, the Ring Routing employs an anchorfollowing scheme to help source nodes to complete data delivery. Accordingly, long-distance multi-hop data forwarding has caused higher communication delay.
The end-to-end delay of three algorithms with different network sizes are shown in Fig. 13 . The speed of the mobile sink is at 10 m/s. According to Fig. 13 , the VUGR has lowest end-to-end delay among three algorithms. Moreover, as the network size increases, the VUGR shows good scalability.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, an uneven grid-based routing protocol, called VUGR is presented for energy-efficient scenarios in a practical smart home environment. The VUGR aims to solve the hot-spot problem appearing in grid cells with sparse nodes in a non-uniformly distributed network. When a grid cell along the moving path of the mobile sink depletes battery energy of sensor nodes located in the cell, the proposed VUGR algorithm divides these grid cells owning sparse nodes into smaller cells, which are attached to main grid cells and will not become the data concentrating centre, therefore helps prolonging the network lifetime.
The performance of the VUGR is evaluated via simulated scenarios conducted in NS2.34. According to the experiment results, the VUGR has outperformed better performance on Network Lifetime, Data Delivery Ratio and End-to-end Delay when compared to existing solutions.
At present, the VUGR only considers grid cells with sparse nodes on the edge of the network. In the future, a feasible solution needs to be designed to dynamically adjust all grid cells with sparse nodes for overall energy efficiency of the network.
